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Airflow over the wavy yarn during air-jet filling insertion is analyzed
theoretically Two flow regimes are considered in the analyses: subsonic and supersonic
flows over the yarn. Expression for drag coefficient as a function of air velocity is
obtained for both cases Numerical simulations were made for cel1ain practical situations
and comparison is made between the drag force on the yarn in subsonic and supersonic
flows

Air-jet weaving is an advanced weaving process where the tilling yarn is inserted
into the warp shed with a blast of compressed air An air-jet tilling insertion system uses
a single nozzle and confusor guide From the supply package and storage system the
yarn is fed into the nozzle through the clamp The nozzle provides the projection force to
the yarn The confusor guide furnishes orientation to the airflow and yarn When the
insertion is completed, a cutter parts the yarn. To provide high air velocity across the
loom, a multi-nozzle system can be used On this system relay nozzles are used in
addition to the main nozzle

Air-jet weaving process is the most ubiquitously used insertion system in the
textile industry Having very high efficiency and productivity, this system has many
advantages over other conventional weaving systems, such as relatively low filling stress
on yarn, simple operation, high picking rates, p0l1ability, low noise and vibration levels,
low cost of spare pal1s, reduced hazard because of few moving pal1s, high skilled
operators are not required, etc. However this system requires the compressed air which
increases the energy costs of the production

Most theoretical and experimental research efforts are focused on the design of
the main nozzle and guide channel to increase efficiency of compressed air

Uno et al [I] assumed an exponential decrease of air velocity in the shed of he
air-jet loom They determined that at steady air flow the pressure losses increase with
length and cross section changes of the nozzle Pilipenko [2] rep0l1ed that the air tlow
energy in the channel of a pneumatic loom decreases mainly because of kinetic energy
losses The experimental study of air-jet looms with confusor guides [3] showed that the
velocity of air jet decreases 4% of its original value at a distance 1.5 m from the nozzle if
air is discharged into a free space When air is discharged from the nozzle to a confusor,
the air velocity at a distance of 15 m from the nozzle decreases up to 23% of its initial
value. The velocity drop depends on the confusor diameter. Using Bernoulli's equation,



Ishida [4] characterized the exit velocity of the air from the nozzle The effect of the
guide tube diameter and configuration on the axial air velocity was studied
experimentally in [5-7] It was found that the pressure increases over the tirst 30 cm
along the guide tube and then decreases The distance between the guide entrance and
nozzle exit has a significant effect on the axial air veloc:ty distribution along the guide
tube The most efficient insertion is achieved when the ratio of tube diameter to nozzle
diameter is greater than 1

A variation of the tilling yarn tension during insertion was studied by Kissling [8]
It is shown that the reason for the variation is the super-position of the extremelv regular
vibration of the yarn in the main jet and the subsequent "flutter" in the fi'ee jet beyond the
nozzle. Surface propel1ies of the yarn are important factors in tilling insertion
Lunenschloss and Wahhoud [9-11] investigated the behavior of yarns in picking with air-
Jet systems. It is found that insertion time depends on insertion ti'equency Authors also
repol1ed that yarn velocity in the insertion channel increased with the number l1f
filaments, which increases a contact surface with air. Increased twist on the yarn
decreases yarn velocity due to smother surfaces.

Adanur and Bakhtiyarov [12] developed a turbulent-eddy flow model to simulate
air flow through the guide channel, which is half open and corrugated. Subsonic air tlow
in the guide channel was investigated as a simplified model of air flow in a single nozzle
air-jet filling insertion system. The drag coefficient in the guide channel and propelling
force acting on the yarn were calculated Numerical simulations of drag coefficient and
propelling force were in good agreement with experimental data obtained for the same
weaving conditions

Vangheluwe [131 investigated a rather extel.lded series of bobbins of yarns to
determine the influence of yarn properties on the speed of weft insertion in air-jet looms
Author modeled the experimental results using a backpropagation neural network, giving
a correlation coefficient of 0 971 83 between the ex peri mental and calculated loom angles
at weft arrival Author studied the influence of yarn count, diameter, hairiness, even11ess,
and their interactions on the weft arrival angle using the neural network model

The geometric structure of the yarn is completely irregular and flexible, which
complicates the analysis of yarn motion In this paper we present the results of the
theoretical analyses of air flow over the wavy yarn during air-jet tilling insertion Two
flow regimes are considered in these analyses subsonic and supersonic tlows over the
yarn. Expression for drag coefficient as a function of air velocity is obtained for both
cases Numerical simulations were made for certain practical situations and comparison
is made between the drag force on the yarn in subsonic and supersonic flows

The motion of the filling yarn in air-jet insertion is provided by compressed air A
yarn cannot simply be represented by a right cylinder [13]. Airflow can be considered as
sequence of compressible and incompressible flows due to instabilities and turbulence
Therefore the yarn in the airflow field has inflections in axial direction. These intlections
may have significant impact on the yarn tilling performances and compressed air
efficiency In the first approach the Inflected yarn may be considered as a wave-shaped
cvlinder



Consider a uniform subsonic aiI'll ow in the horizontal (x) direction Assume the
airtlo\\ passes over a wave-shaped cylindrical yarn with velocity U,ur (Figure I) The
yarn \\alls can be described bv the equation
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amplitude urthe yarn surface waves. A""ll is a period of waves, In practical situations A
is much less than A Therefore small perturbation theory can be applied in this case
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where (r is a velocity potential defined as a function of the space coordinates and time; M
is a Mach number; [J = {I,,,, - {I, .."." - 6/1, U,,,, is an average air velocity, U,arll is a

velocity of yarn, 6u is velocity losses due to friction forces on yarn surface
To solve the linear partial differential equation (2) we assume that the potential

funct ion <r is a product of functions 'P and ::::,where 'P is a function of '!I alone, and:::: is a
function of ~ alone Then,



Since the len-hand side of equation ('i) is dependent on III alone, and the right-
hand side is dependent on ~' we can write
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The solutions of these two ordinary differential equations are
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2.1. SIlIIl"-~llIlil' ail' 110\\ on'r a \\avy ~'arll
1,,: 'L1pel'llllic 11,,\\ s III \\ hich \1 I, the cl1enicient of the lirst term in equatil1n

(2) h,'Cllllll'S llcgali\l' Fur 1'1 I an elliptic type partial equatil1n v\as reduced to
Laplace', cqu,llion lIo\\c\'er. I'm iVI > I equation (2) is of the hyperbolic type I'm our
prnblcl1l thc potential function can be \\Tittell as

\, her".:. IS all arbitran' fUIlCtll)Jl
The boulldar\' cnllditiolls at the \arn \\'alls \"ill be the same as for the sub,onic

airl1o\' case Substitutillg equatioll (1-1) illto equation (3) ",e obtain e,pression I'm the
p,)tential function, and then for the pressure coetlicient o\'er a \\a\'e-shaped yarn
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The results of calculation for the airflow streamlines along the yarn \,alls tt1I'
subsollic I1ll\\ is presented in Figure 2 As seen fi'om the figure, the I1ll\\ disturbances
cre,lted [w the \,arn decreases \\ ith distance from the \,arn ,;LlrlilCc I igull' ; ,hm" ,t

'd",i11011 nr the anlplituck, of the disturbances \\'ith distance ti"lll thl' \dn "I
,llner,'nt air \elOCilles :\s slH)\\n in this ligure, the amplitude Orcll,turballle' dl,led
\\llh both ,Iii \elocil\' and (btance li'om the \,arn

\ aliatloll of, elocit\, potential pel function ~ along Ihe \am Il\l sup,,:, "
prc'cntcd In Figure -I !\s seen rrnlll Ihe ligure. the ratio IDIC InCITases alnn~ Ihe \ II
II ,kl'lea,," \\ Ith distancc li'nl1l thc yam surlilce

\ari,ltlon or th,' calculated pressule cnellicients I'm sub,onll 1\1 ' )
SLlPl'I's"nil' (\1 I I) airl1'l\\ alnng the \'am \\alls is presented In I igull' ~ \
e ...pecled, the pressure cllenicient \'alucs at supersnnic I1m\ arc 'Ignllicantl, hlclh,
i'l essul'e l'l1l'niciellls 1'01'subsonic I1m\S

I'heoretical anal\'ses are conducted It)r airllo\\ over the \,a\ \' \,arn during air-iet
rJlling ilbl'ltlOIl T\\" I1l1\\ reginles are considered in the anah,es sub,,)Jlic and
supcr"'llic 11m\s (\\,er the \,arn [,pression for drag coenicicnl as a hlnctll\l] or ail
'elocil\' IS nbtained for both cases l\ulllerical sil1lulations sh(1\\ substantial ditTnence of
bOlh \elllclt\ p'llcntiab and pressurc distributions along the \'arn \\alls at subsoniC and
supcJ'Snnlc airll.,,\, regimes
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Figure:2 Airtlow streamlines in the I icinit\ of the varn for subsonic tl011
({ '-100 mis. A~O ()() I. [\'1=0 I. A=O I)
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Figure -' Variation of the amplitudes llfdisturbances with distance from the yarn surface
at ditferent air velocities (11'=0 I, A=O.OOI, M=O I, A=O I)
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Figure 5 Variation of pressure coefficient for subsonic (--1\1=0 I) and supersonic
(----- M= I I) airflow over the wavy yarn


